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I.

Introduction

In this article, we focus on five issues of relevance in
negotiating a purchase agreement for the acquisition of
a business and, in particular, provisions protecting the
buyer against deficiencies in the business acquired. The
issues are discussed against the background of differences in the practice in certain countries and also how the
use of certain provisions may vary over time. As regards
four of the issues, studies relating to the issues have been
made by the American Bar Association (“ABA”) and such
studies are therefore referred to in the discussion below.
Specifically, we discuss: (1) the allocation of certain
risks between signing and closing; (2) the use of sandbagging provisions; (3) the survival time of representations
and warranties; (4) indemnity baskets, deductibles and
caps; and (5) the use of escrow, holdbacks, bank guarantees and representation and warranty insurance.

II.

Allocation of Certain Risks Between Signing
and Closing

A number of matters are customarily resolved between signing and closing. In particular, these may include filings for governmental approval under regulatory
(including antitrust merger) regimes. Also, financing may
need to be obtained. The failure to satisfy these requirements may well jeopardize the deal.
The common element is that the closing risks relating to financing or antitrust generally do not exist in the
abstract—meaning that they are both linked to the seller’s
views as to its negotiating options and the price differential between the prospective buyer’s offer and the next
best offer to buy. If, for example, the seller is in a situation
where the price on the table is materially better than one
without the same closing risks, the seller may well be prepared to invest the time and effort it takes to see whether
the favoured transaction will close. If the price is high
and the risk low, it may be preferable to work with the
buyer to close the deal rather than move to the next best
offer (where the closing risks may be less than in the bestprice offer). On the other hand, if the closing risk is high
and the seller just wants out (for example, it expects the
business to deteriorate with time), then the closing risks
may well outweigh the price differential.
The bottom line is that, if the price is right, the seller
will be motivated to share the closing risk (even if that
risk is high). However, if the seller places more weight

on the certainty of closing than on the price obtained, the
buyer must adjust its bid to that reality.
A.

United States

One significant development in acquisition agreements in recent years is the evolution of provisions relating to a seller’s remedies for a buyer’s failure to close and
the allocation of risk. In U.S. deals, there are typically two
areas where risk allocation is of heightened importance to
the negotiating parties: regulatory and financing risk.
With respect to regulatory risk (in the United States
this almost invariably means antitrust risk), parties take
varying approaches depending on the level of the regulatory risk and the negotiation dynamic. Sometimes a buyer,
in order to give the seller maximum comfort that the deal
will close despite a high risk of antitrust opposition, will
agree to what is known as a “hell or high water” provision, in which the buyer agrees to do virtually anything
(divestitures, litigation and/or licensing of technology)
in order to clear the regulatory hurdle. In other cases,
buyers will negotiate for less broad divestiture requirements, oftentimes limited to non-material assets. Another
alternative is the use of a regulatory “break fee,” payable
by the buyer in the event that regulatory authorities block
the proposed deal on the basis of antitrust. The amount
of these fees can be higher than typical break fees payable by the seller, and buyer break fees are not regulated
and restricted by state law as seller break fees are. For
instance, in Google’s 2011 US$12.5 billion acquisition of
Motorola Mobility, the agreement provided that if Google
were to walk away from the deal, either voluntarily or
because it was forced to by regulators, Google would pay
to Motorola Mobility a reverse break fee in the amount
of US$2.5 billion, which represented about 20% of the
transaction value. This fee was significantly higher than
the US$375 million straight break fee payable by Motorola
Mobility if it accepted another bid.
The mechanism chosen is, at bottom, a matter of negotiation between the parties and creativity in this area is
often observed, most prominently in the area of regulatory
break fees. For instance, in the proposed AT&T/T-Mobile
transaction, the merger agreement included provisions requiring AT&T to pay Deutsche Telekom US$3 billion and
transfer spectrum rights if the deal failed to win antitrust
clearance. (AT&T ultimately withdrew the deal amid regulatory opposition and paid Deutsche Telekom this fee.)
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With regards to financing risk, historically speaking,
private equity transactions typically included a closing
condition that permitted the buyer to walk from the deal
in the event that it could not obtain financing. When deal
size began to swell and leveraged buyout (“LBO”) financing became ever more easily available during the private
equity boom of 2005 to 2007, however, sellers became
more successful in eliminating the financing condition.
Instead, agreements began to include a reverse break fee,
payable by the buyer in the event of a failure to close due
to an inability to obtain financing (and in some cases for
failure to close for any reason). The reverse break fee was
often the seller’s sole remedy in the event that it became
payable, and to buttress this construct, the acquisition
agreement would often provide that the seller could not
obtain specific performance of the buyer’s obligation to
close. Because the buyer entity that actually signed the
acquisition agreement was typically just a shell company,
the private equity fund would often sign a limited guarantee of the buyer’s obligation to pay the reverse break
fee.
Before the recent financial crisis, these reverse break
fees created a sort of option contract, with the buyer afforded the choice to simply walk away from the deal
and pay the reverse termination fee without having any
further liability to the seller. Sellers took comfort from the
fact that private equity buyers operated in an environment where reputation was of paramount importance,
and a private equity fund that walked from a deal would
be hard pressed to secure a future deal. After the financial
crisis, however, circumstances again changed. Private
equity buyers, once constrained by strong reputational
concerns, began to either break the deal and pay the
modest fee or use the threat of walking away as leverage
to renegotiate the deal on more buyer-friendly terms. The
financial crisis and credit crunch thus posed severe challenges to this paradigm.
Some practitioners, in the wake of the financial crisis,
expected a paradigm shift in the break fee mechanics
or the way that risk was allocated between buyer and
seller, but such a shift was not observed. Sellers do now,
however, demand a higher reverse break fee, which is
typically 5% to 10% of the transaction value (sometimes
much higher).
In addition, sellers today also limit the buyer’s ability
to simply walk from the deal and pay the reverse break
fee. Many private equity transactions now require the
buyer to use its efforts to force lenders and sponsors to
deliver committed funding, and in some cases specifically
require the pursuit of litigation in furtherance of this goal.
However, debt commitment letters usually do not allow
buyers to seek specific performance directly against lenders or name sellers as third-party beneficiaries. Lenders
have in some cases sought to include provisions directly
in acquisition agreements that limit their own liability
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(commonly referred to as “Xerox provisions,” having
been used in the Xerox/ACS transaction).
B.

Canada

With respect to allocation of financing closing risk, the
general comments above on negotiation dynamics apply
to parties transacting in a Canadian context. Two recent
contrasting experiences may be used to illustrate.
One case involved the purchase of a specialized pharmaceutical chain that was in receivership. In Ontario,
a majority of the shares of each class in the capital of a
corporate pharmacist must be owned by a licensed individual pharmacist. However, there is an exception for
shares in a corporate pharmacy that pre-date a point in
1953. In this case, the target was indeed grandfathered—
meaning that the buyer could be a passive investor and
need not find a licensed pharmacist to be the controlling
shareholder. However, the acquisition of the shares would
in this case have required a bankruptcy reorganization of
the target, and this would take time and entail significant
closing risk. The receiver had already entered into one
sale agreement that had failed to close at enormous cost
and, therefore, was unwilling to entertain another new
offer that entailed a material closing risk—the price differential did not matter. The receiver and its counsel, who
by this point were both owed substantial unpaid fees,
preferred to sell the assets to a limited pool of potential
buyers at a steep discount rather than take the chance on
a high price/high risk offer.
More recently, a NASDAQ-traded client successfully
acquired a software company (whose only assets consisted of its proprietary software program and licence fees
generated from its customer base) in a highly leveraged
transaction. The client only put about C$0.8 million into
the transaction and had to creatively finance the rest (almost 95% of the full price) from a syndicate of three banks
and an earn-out arrangement. This deal took several
months to close—including three months after signing the
purchase agreement just to put the financing in place. The
sellers endured and stuck with the buyer over the many
months despite enormous difficulties and closing risks.
Why? For no other reason than no one else came along to
offer a better price than this buyer’s deal.
Much the same experience applies to antitrust (“competition” in Canadian legal parlance) risk. In one case, the
seller (second largest in Canada in its industry) put all the
risk of closing risk on our buyer client (largest in Canada).
Indeed, if the Commissioner of Competition had moved
to force dissolution of the transaction (as she can do for
the first year from closing under the Competition Act), the
buyer was required to restore the assets for a price equal
to C$1 plus the value of the real property. In this case, the
buyer was prepared to accept that risk (which never materialized) rather than forgo the opportunity to make an
important strategic acquisition.
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More recently, a seller was party to a high-profile
transaction (in the financial services sector) in which
there was considerable media speculation as to how the
Commissioner of Competition would eventually rule.
One of the risks was that, while the Commissioner might
allow the transaction to go through, it might come with
restrictions applicable to the post-closing price behaviour
of the merged firms. This, in turn, could result in a significant downward adjustment in the buyer’s pricing model. The buyer sought to have the sellers share some of this
valuation risk. Some sellers were prepared to accept a
corresponding post-closing downward price adjustment
(subject to arbitration). Others were not so prepared and
required the buyer to take all post-closing regulatory risk
(i.e., factor that risk into the offered price). Nevertheless,
all parties were accommodated to their satisfaction and
the deal was recently consummated.
C.

Portugal

In Portugal, it is quite common that, when antitrust
clearance is applied for, a decision by the Competition
Authority might not be obtained prior to signing or closing of the transaction. Thus, agreements will necessarily include provisions defining the consequences to the
various possible decisions of the Competition Authority.
Such consequences may differ depending on the business and the parties involved. The examples included
above concerning Canada and the U.S. are sometimes
seen in Portugal as well, as Portugal tends to welcome
solutions defined abroad and in a way tailor-make them
to local transactions, more than invent solutions from
scratch. This is also so because in many transactions the
Portuguese entities are one of the many involved subsidiaries or branches of a group located outside of Portugal,
and the structure of the transaction is defined centrally
by the group and not locally.
The same rationale applies to financing risk, as financing, under the current economic and financial conditions of Portugal and Europe (and the world) in general,
becomes of even higher importance and difficulty to
obtain. In the last one-and-a-half to two years, a considerable number of transactions have been initiated, due
diligence conducted, and then either lack of financing
or unexpected problems and risks in the target or the
target’s business (discovered further to financial, tax and
legal due diligence) have led to such transactions being
aborted or postponed.
D.

Sweden

In Sweden, the main contingency post-signing is
clearance from competition authorities and financing.
There may also be other risks—not least regulatory risks
should the target be a regulated business such as a pharmaceutical business or a target in the financial sector. As
indicated above, it is largely a matter of negotiation and
the bargaining power of each party which determines
how the risk will be allocated between the parties. Often,

the buyer is obliged at least to divest of non-core business
should this be required to obtain clearance from competition authorities. In principle, one may imagine a reverse
break fee payable by the buyer should clearance not be
obtained, but such fees are not common. It could be said
to be more likely that the buyer would be subjected to a
reverse break fee should the buyer fail to obtain the necessary financing.
E.

India

It is fairly common in India to allocate risks between
signing and closing. A large part of this is due to the regulatory regime applicable in India. India is an exchangecontrolled economy. In quite a few sectors, any foreign investment or investments above a certain specified threshold require prior regulatory approval. In such sectors,
almost in every case, such approvals are sought only after
signing and as a condition precedent to closing. There
may also be regulatory approvals required for other reasons depending on the transaction structure—such as the
price being paid by the foreign investor, the time at which
such price is being paid, whether the stock exchange is
being accessed, etc.
The antitrust regulation in India (the Competition
Act, 2002) came into full force and effect only a couple of
years ago. It is now fairly established practice for parties
to “notify” the regulator of a combination post-signing
the acquisition agreement. Under the Competition Act,
2002, this has to be done within thirty days of execution
of a binding agreement.
F.

Brazil

It is not yet a common practice in Brazil to regulate
in detail in the purchase agreement the responsibility of
buyer and seller during the pre-closing period, nor to
include reverse break-up fees in case one of the parties
fails to resolve matters which should be resolved between
signing and closing. More often, the parties deal with the
issue by providing for a joint duty of buyer and seller to
use best efforts (or at least reasonable efforts) in proceeding with the necessary steps for the successful closing
of the transaction (in addition to relying on the general
principle of good-faith provided under Brazilian statutory
law). Therefore, although not normally expressly provided for in Brazilian M&A agreements, either seller or buyer
may have a claim related to non-compliance with clearances between signing and closing before a court of law
or arbitral tribunal based on the general notion of fault.
With respect to antitrust approval, it is important to
note that a new Antitrust Act came into force in Brazil in
2012. Before the new statute was enacted, antitrust approval occurred post-closing, with a duty of the parties to
submit the transaction to the antitrust authorities within
fifteen days from the closing date. Since the analysis of
the regulatory agency usually took a long time, generally
any non-conformity with the antitrust law was resolved
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in damages—simply because the unwinding of the deal
would turn out to be impossible at the time the antitrust
decision was made public.

transaction in which the purchase agreement is meant to
be the comprehensive statement of the obligations of the
parties or where the buyer has a large due diligence team
and, therefore, a concern with imputed knowledge).

On the other hand, with the new antitrust statute,
deals must be previously submitted to the Antitrust
In the Deal Points studies published by the ABA’s
Agency’s (Conselho Administrativo de Defesa Econômica—
Section of Business Law’s M&A Committee, the use of
CADE) control and approval prior to the closing. It is yet
sandbagging provisions may be summarized as follows:
to be seen with a
sufficient sampling
U.S. Study1
European Study2
Canadian Study3
basis how parties
46%
58%
33%
will regulate risk al- Provisions included
location in this new
Pro-sandbagging
41%
7%
24%
regulatory environAnti-sandbagging
5%
51%
9%
ment. However,
since the new
A. United States
anti-trust statute forbids any interference of the buyer in
The U.S. Study found that of the 100 acquisition
the development of the target’s business before antitrust
agreements surveyed, 54% of the agreements were silent
clearance, the best guess is that parties will deal with the
on sandbagging, while 41% of the agreements included a
issue by establishing covenants and negative covenants
so-called “pro-sandbagging” provision (i.e., the provision
which, if breached, may result in contractual remedies.
expressly states that knowledge acquired through due
III. “Sandbagging” Provisions and How the
diligence will not affect the right to indemnification for
Buyer’s Knowledge Affects Claims Under
breaches of representations, warranties and covenants)
and 5% of the agreements included a so-called “anti-sandShare Purchase Agreement
bagging” provision (i.e., the provision expressly denies
The buyer will, as a result of due diligence, and also
indemnification to a party seeking it who had knowledge
through other sources, have knowledge about the target
of the breach for which indemnification is being sought).
and its business. The term “sandbagging” refers to the
situation where the buyer has acquired knowledge (either
before signing the purchase agreement or before closing)
that a specific representation or warranty of the seller is
incorrect or inaccurate, but the buyer remains silent and
later claims indemnification based on alleged misrepresentation or breach of warranty by the seller. In some
jurisdictions, this knowledge may prevent the buyer from
effectively raising a claim under contractual warranties
in the purchase agreement or otherwise to hold the seller
liable. In these jurisdictions, this may be the effect of law
or of customary wording in the purchase agreement. The
customs as to how this knowledge is handled appear to
vary widely from one jurisdiction to another.
“Sandbagging” provisions are sometimes included in
the agreement, either in the form of “pro-sandbagging”
provisions (where the buyer’s right to an indemnity for
inaccuracies is explicitly stated not to be affected by any
knowledge of the buyer prior to signing or closing) or
“anti-sandbagging” provisions (where the buyer is disentitled to indemnity to the extent the buyer had knowledge prior to signing or closing of the inaccuracy in the
seller’s representation or warranty).
Again, a sandbagging provision cannot be looked
at in isolation from the deal as a whole, including the
purchase price and the buyer’s overall comfort level. An
anti-sandbagging provision may be more appropriate in
some cases (such as a management buyout of a passive
shareholder) than in others (such as a straightforward
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At first glance, it may come as a surprise that over
half of the agreements surveyed were silent on sandbagging. However, because parties to an acquisition agreement in the United States typically perform extensive presigning due diligence, issues about which the parties have
knowledge are as a general matter expressly excluded
in the acquisition agreement as possible grounds for a
future claim for indemnification without the need for a
typical anti-sandbagging provision. More specifically, the
disclosure schedules to the acquisition agreement will set
forth diligence items provided by seller to buyer (subject
to negotiation between the parties). These schedules serve
as express exceptions to the representations and warranties. As such, buyers may not refuse to close a transaction
based on items disclosed in the disclosure schedules and
may not make indemnity claims with respect to those
items.
B.

Canada

In Canadian common law, there is no implied term
to the effect that the buyer is prohibited from claiming
indemnity if it is aware of a potential claim under the purchase agreement on the date of closing. However, if the
buyer is aware that a seller’s representation is inaccurate
at the time of signing the purchase agreement, the buyer
may not be able to establish that it relied on the fact (i.e.,
the representation or warranty) as stated by the seller.
These issues have not been the subject of a definitive ju-
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dicial ruling in Canada but are largely a distillation of
general principles of Canadian contract law.
Against this background, the Canadian Study found
anti-sandbagging provisions in 9% of the agreements.
While pro-sandbagging provisions were only found in
24% of the agreements, as stated, knowledge of a misrepresentation acquired between the date of signing and the
time of closing would not affect the buyer’s rights to indemnification. Thus, it is fair to say that 91% of the agreements do not provide the party in breach (i.e., the seller)
with a sandbagging defence. By way of comparison, the
U.S. Study found express sandbagging provisions more
often than the same are found in Canadian agreements
(U.S. 46%; CDN 33%). However, in the U.S. Study, antisandbagging provisions comprised a smaller proportion
than in Canada (US 5%; CDN 9%); however, the gap has
narrowed significantly since the 2012 Canadian Study.
While anti-sandbagging provisions are not market
in Canada (given the 9% figure), they are evidently accepted more commonly than in the U.S. In one large
transaction recently, an anti-sandbagging provision was
accepted in the purchase agreement. Many of Canada’s
largest and most sophisticated financial institutions were
on one side or the other of this transaction, and several
major law firms were negotiating on their behalf. An
anti-sandbagging provision was accepted in the unique
circumstances of this transaction (where some parties
were on both sides as buyers and sellers and the buyers
were highly motivated and faced a competitive bid).
If the seller’s counsel insists on including an antisandbagging provision, it is often useful to ask whether
the seller is prepared to remove the non-reliance provision stating that the seller makes no representations/
warranties other than those expressly set forth in the
purchase agreement and that the buyer is not relying on
any such representations/warranties not embodied in
the text of the purchase agreement. That has made the
sandbagging issue disappear in some recent negotiations.
If the seller can seek to introduce external evidence as
to what the buyer knew at various stages of the negotiations, perhaps the seller is also prepared to allow the
buyer to do the same.
C.

Portugal

In Portugal, it is common to include sandbagging
provisions in the purchase agreements, especially in the
form of “anti-sandbagging” provisions not entitling the
buyer to indemnity to the extent the buyer had knowledge prior to signing or closing. As mentioned concerning Sweden below, it is common that also “what the purchaser should have known upon reasonable inquiries or
customary due diligence” is included, serving the same
purpose. Portuguese practice could be said to be consistent with European practice as reflected in the ABA’s
European Study.

D.

Sweden

In Sweden, it would arguably follow from statutory law that a buyer is not entitled to effectively raise a
claim for a “defect” or discrepancy which the buyer had
knowledge of at the time of signing. However, freedom of
contract applies and, if the claim is based on a warranty
or other contract wording, the effect of the knowledge
would largely depend on how the warranty provision,
indemnities and other provisions have been drafted. For
this reason, it is most customary to explicitly set out in
the purchase agreement what effect the knowledge of
the buyer shall have and then often a substantial amount
of time is spent on negotiating the definition of “knowledge.” It is probably fair to say that it is customary for
anti-sandbagging provisions to be included in the purchase agreement, i.e., the buyer accepts that his actual
knowledge of a circumstance, and that such circumstance
gives rise to a claim, will prevent such buyer from effectively making a claim. It is also not unusual that “what
the buyer should have known upon reasonable inquiries or making a customary due diligence” pursuant to
contractual provisions may serve to prevent an effective
claim being raised.
E.

India

The presence of pro-sandbagging or anti-sandbagging provisions in contracts in India is to a very large
extent dictated by the negotiations between the parties.
Warranties qualified only by specific disclosures are usually considered to be “fair.” Anti-sandbagging provisions
that qualify the warranties by any knowledge, including
the data room, are not very common in Indian practice.
F.

Brazil

“Sandbagging” provisions are relatively common
in Brazilian deals. Frequently, one comes across a specific agreement provision dealing with the extent of the
knowledge exchanged during due diligence and the deal
preparation in general and how it may, or may not, affect the subsequent claims of the parties. As is the case
in the United States, in Brazil, the predominance is of
“pro-sandbagging” provisions, in preference to “antisandbagging,” in purchase agreements. In fact, usually
the buyer is able to include a clause in which the seller
acknowledges that no investigation by, or furnishing of
information to, the buyer may affect the buyer’s indemnification rights under the agreement.
Although freedom of contract enables the parties to
set forth a wide range of provisions, including those related to “sandbagging,” some of them may have their validity challenged before a court of law or arbitral tribunal,
especially if they violate cogent rules or essential legal
commands, including good-faith imperatives.
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IV.

Survival Time of Warranties

Is the survival time of warranties fairly universally
set at somewhere between twelve and twenty-four
months? The answer appears be: “not everywhere.”
The general survival period is typically subject to
various carve-outs or exceptions. With respect to each exception, there may be no survival period or the survival
period may be longer than that generally applicable to
most representations/warranties. Taxes are one customary exception to the general survival time. Other exceptions are common in some jurisdictions while less common in others. Transacting parties in some jurisdictions
commonly deal with gross negligence and fraud, while
parties in other jurisdictions do not. Practices in specific
areas such as environmental claims, intellectual property
and third party claims also vary.

period (34% of the acquisition agreements surveyed) or
a survival period that is between twelve and eighteen
months (14% of the acquisition agreements surveyed).
Twelve percent of the agreements surveyed provided
for a two-year survival period. Approximately 1% of the
agreements provided that the representations and warranties would survive for a period of less than six months
and another 2% provided for a survival period of exactly
six months.

In addition, most acquisition agreements included
in the U.S. Study carved out different survival periods
for specific representations and warranties that are typically longer than the general survival periods outlined
above. In particular, the survival periods for representations and warranties regarding a party’s capitalization,
due authority and due organization (often referred to as a
party’s “fundamental representations”) were carved out
In the ABA Deal Points studies, the following data is
of the general survival period in 61%, 74% and 53% of the
found as regards survival of warranties:
acquisition agreements surveyed, respectively. Parties to
private acquisition
(1) Survival Time
agreements also
generally carve out
U.S. Study
European Study
Canadian Study
specific survival
Silence
3%
9%
7%
periods for repUp to 6 months
4%
1%
2%
resentations and
warranties on tax
7–12 months
25%
22%
17%
matters (72% of the
13–18 months
48%
28%
15%
agreements), ab19–24 months
14%
31%
49%
sence of fraud (82%
of the agreements),
Above 24 months
4%
9%
8.5%
breaches of the
seller/target’s cov(2) Customary Carve-Outs to Survival Limitation
enants (77% of the
agreements), ownU.S. Study
European Study
Canadian Study
ership of the shares
Intentional breach
NA
27%
32%
to be transferred
Due organization
53%
45%
41%
(45% of the agreements), broker’s/
Stock ownership
45%
65%
34%
finder’s fees (38%
Tax
72%
78%
66%
of the agreements),
Environmental
36%
27%
28%
employee benefits
Intellectual property
13%
NA
Not tested
matters (33% of the
agreements) and enFraud
82%
34%
66%
vironmental matters
Capitalization
61%
NA
25%
(36% of the agreeDue authorization
74%
NA
46%
ments). Although
less frequent, parBreach of covenant
77%
NA
24%
ties sometimes also
Title to/sufficiency of
25%
NA
51%
carve out specific
assets
survival periods for
No conflict/Violations
20%
NA
20%
intellectual property matters (13% of
A.
United States
the agreements), no
confl
icts
(20%
of
the
agreements)
and
title to/sufficiency
The U.S. Study found that most acquisition agreeof
assets
(25%
of
the
agreements).
ments provide for a 12-month survival period (25% of the
acquisition agreements surveyed), an 18-month survival
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The fundamental question of how long a given survival period should be is often a focal point in negotiations, with the buyer desiring a longer period of time
and the seller a shorter one. In any event, buyers usually
demand that the survival period extends for at least one
financial audit cycle (which is generally one year) to ensure that breaches of representations and warranties can
be properly identified.
B.

Canada
In Canada, a twenty-four month survival period is
most common. Some carve-outs requests are also common. Others are more unusual.
By way of background, on a share purchase (53% of
the transactions in the Canadian Study), a closing automatically triggers a deemed year end for the target for income tax purposes. No tax year end is triggered on an asset disposition. Corporate law provides that audits are to
be completed within six months of year end. In combination, these facts mean that, within eighteen months, the
target company in a share acquisition will have completed two full audits while under the buyer’s ownership.
However, in an asset transaction (44% of transactions in
the Canadian Study), the buyer may not have completed
two complete audit cycles until thirty months (2.5 years)
after closing. That is the theory. Does the survey evidence
support this hypothesis?
In the Canadian Study, a wide range of survival periods were reported. The shortest was six months (7% of
sample survey). The Study does not say whether these
were all asset transactions. The maximum was stated
to be more than thirty-six months (3.5% of sample survey). The most common period chosen was twenty-four
months at 47%, followed by twelve months (17%), eighteen months (26%) and thirty-six months (5%). About 9%
of agreements were silent, expressed no survival or relied
on the statute of limitations period. Thus, the data shows
that, of those agreements that included a survival period,
a survival period of twenty-four months accounted for
52%.
The most common exceptions from the general survival period are for taxes (66%), fraud (66%), title to or
sufficiency of assets (51%), due authorization (46%), due
organization (41%), ownership of shares (64% after adjusting to exclude asset transactions) and capitalization
(47% after also adjusting to exclude asset transactions).
Less common exemptions are environmental (28%),
breach of covenants (24%) and no conflict or violations
(20%). Perhaps surprisingly, the duration of environmental representations/warranties was only provided
for separately in 28% of the purchase agreements (which
may reflect the nature of the assets in the survey sample).
It may be that a high proportion of targets in share transactions never held any real property (the usual occasion
where environmental warranties are de rigeur).

Indeed, this last point can be enlarged. Without
knowing more about the nature of the specific deals including in the Canadian Study, the figures on carve-outs
may merely show that carve-outs are tailored to the specifics of the assets included in the transaction and that aggregate figures on carve-outs have little to say about what
passes for “market” in Canada.
Clearly, survival periods and their exceptions are one
of the areas that is not standard but frequently negotiated in Canadian M&A deals. That said, the parameters
are well enough defined that neither the survival periods nor the carve-outs consume inordinate time in most
negotiations.
Further, M&A practitioners in Canada have started to
see the Canadian Study (and sometimes the U.S. Study)
invoked as a tool in the negotiations if one side deviates
far from the mid-point of the accepted range. It is, however, a tool that cuts both ways—as some of the survey
results may help the client but others may hurt it. For example, there are, after adjustments, only four carve-outs
that are found in more than 50% of Canadian purchase
agreements (viz., taxes, fraud, title to or sufficiency of
assets and, where applicable, ownership of shares). By
invoking the survey in support of tax, fraud and these
other carve-outs, the buyer will necessarily undermine its
arguments for the remaining carve-outs. Thus, it is important to use survey evidence with caution. For example, a
lawyer may wish to avoid invoking survey results into
the negotiations except (a) if opposing counsel is clearly
off the charts and there is no other way of moving him or
her to a more reasonable position or (b) to close on a specific sticking point.
C.

Portugal
In Portugal, the survival period of warranties is
commonly established between twelve to twenty-four
months, even though the exact specification really depends on the circumstances of the particular transaction.
Common exceptions include tax matters, where the statute of limitations tends to apply. Concerning environmental matters, warranties may also survive for a longer
period, or at least for the mentioned period of between
twelve and twenty-four months—however, when parties
are able to determine, during the due diligence process,
the extent of such environmental liability, it may rather be
reflected in the purchase price.
D.

Sweden
The survival period for warranties is almost always
somewhere in the range of twelve to twenty-four months.
The only customary exception would be for taxes, which
remain the seller’s liability until the statute of limitations has expired. Oddly enough, you will often see that
not even a longer survival period is expressly set out for
such fundamental warranties as title warranties. This is
because Swedish lawyers rely on the passing of title being
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V.

of such fundamental nature that any deficiency will give
right to a claim anyway. However, there may be other
“fundamental warranties” where the indefinite survival
is not to be taken for granted and needs to be provided
for in the purchase agreement.

Baskets/Deductibles and Caps

In case of a breach of a warranty, there are typically
various limitations as to the amount to be claimed. A
claim must typically exceed a de minimis level. Either the
amount of the claim in excess thereof entitles to compensation (a “deductible”) or the full amount may be claimed
as long as the aggregate claim is above the de minimis
level (a “basket”). It is also common to have a cap on the
aggregate amount of compensation to be claimed; it may
be the full purchase price but (perhaps more commonly) a
much smaller amount.

An extended survival period is often considered relevant for environmental and intellectual property matters,
but one would rarely see other areas being made subject
to a longer survival period than the general twelve to
twenty-four months.
E.

India
Under the general law of limitation in India, a claim
for breach of contracts or warranties usually would have
to be made within three years. Therefore, the survival
period for warranties usually ranges between six months
to three years. Tax warranties usually survive for a period
of up to eight years as the tax authorities in India can reopen proceedings during that period.

A deductible (or basket) prevents the buyer from
making a nuisance claim for non-material amounts.
As well, provision for a deductible or basket reduces
(but does not entirely eliminate) the need for copious
materiality and knowledge qualifiers in the seller’s representations/warranties. Even if the representation/
warranty proves to be inaccurate, it will only matter if
the claim reaches the specified level. Stated otherwise, the
deductible or basket serves as an aggregate materiality
threshold.

The customary carve-outs in India would be the warranties relating to the title of the securities and the authority of the seller.

In the ABA Deal Points studies, the following data reBrazil
lating to caps, deductibles and baskets may be found:
It is fair to say that in Brazil the survival time of warranties generally
U.S. Study
European Study
Canadian Study
comprises a wider
Deductible
59%
13%
14%
time frame than the
twelve to twentyBasket
31%
72%
59%
four months usually
Combination
5%
5%
7%
found in purchase
5%
10%
20%
agreements governed No basket or deductible
by the laws of other
0.65%
0.7%
0.36%
Basket amount–as mejurisdictions.
dian of value
F.

Cap amount–as median
The survival
of value
time of warranties
in Brazil takes into
consideration mainly
the different applicable statutes of limitation. Precisely
for that reason, the relevant agreements do not indicate
a unique survival period, but rather indicate a series of
distinct survival periods based on the applicable statutes
of limitation. The chart below illustrates what may be
considered current practice in Brazil with respect to the
survival time of warranties:
Type of Claims
General
Tax related
Environmental related
Labor related
Social Security related
Fraud
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10%

20%

25%

Again, the ABA Deal Points studies demonstrate that
indemnification deductibles, baskets and caps and the
related carve-outs vary widely and are heavily negotiated
in M&A transactions.
A.

United States

Most private deals in the United States in which indemnification is a
remedy include the
Typical Survival Periods
concepts of baskets
2 to 5 years
(or deductibles)
5 to 6 years (rarely less)
and caps. The U.S.
2 to 10 years
Study found that
of the agreements
1 to 2 years
surveyed, 59%
Often aligned with general,
included a pure
but sometimes more
deductible (i.e.,
Typically not subject to any time limitation
the seller is not
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required to indemnify the buyer for losses until the aggregation of losses meet a specified dollar threshold, in
which case the seller is only responsible for losses in excess of that threshold) and 31% included a “first dollar” or
“tipping basket” deductible (i.e., the seller is not required
to indemnify the buyer for losses until the losses meet a
specified dollar threshold, in which case the seller is responsible for all such losses). Of the remaining 10%, 5%
of the agreements included no deductible at all, and 5%
included a combination between a pure deductible and
a “first dollar” deductible (i.e., the seller is not required
to indemnify the buyer for losses until the aggregation of
losses meets a specified dollar threshold, in which case the
seller is only responsible for losses in excess of a different,
slightly lower threshold).
Baskets also vary in size. Of the deals that included
baskets, 47% and 41% of the deals analysed in the U.S.
Study had baskets that were between 0.5% and 1% of the
transaction value and less than 0.5%, respectively. Twelve
per cent of the deals included a basket that was between
1% and 2% of the transaction value.
Some deals (approximately half of the deals surveyed
in the U.S. Study) include what is known as a “materiality scrape.” Under this approach, generally materiality
or “material adverse effect” qualifiers contained in the
representations are disregarded for all indemnificationrelated purposes. Transactions that include baskets typically do not include a materiality scrape because small or
insignificant claims are not indemnifiable until the basket
is satisfied.
In terms of caps on a party’s aggregate indemnification liability, 79% of the deals surveyed in the U.S. Study
included caps that were less than the purchase price, 7%
of the deals were silent, 7% included a cap that was not
determinable, and 7% included a cap that was equal to the
purchase price. Of the deals with determinable caps, 43%
had a cap that was less than 10% of the purchase price.
Fourteen per cent and 17% of the deals included a cap that
was 10% of the purchase price and between 10 and 15%,
respectively. Fourteen per cent of the deals had a cap that
was between 15 and 25% of the purchase price, 4% of the
deals had a cap that was between 25 and 50% of the purchase price, and 9% included a cap that was equal to the
purchase price.
In addition, parties may negotiate to have certain
specified items fall outside of the basket such that they
are indemnifiable from dollar one and may negotiate for
higher caps for these specific items.
B.

Canada
In Canada, it is market to include either a deductible
or basket (as described in the background above). It is also
market to include a cap on aggregate damages (with some
carve-outs). Nevertheless, while the basic ground rules are
seldom in dispute, the devil is always in the details.
The Canadian Study shows that tipping baskets accounted for 59% of all agreements and true deductibles

accounted for 14%. Thus, Canadian deals see both deductibles and baskets, but baskets are significantly more
prevalent than deductibles. Of the remainder, 20% provided for no basket/deductible and 7% used a combination of thresholds and deductibles. Recall that 44% of the
Canadian Study consisted of asset transactions.
Of the deductible provisions, deductibles ranged from
a low of 0.9% of transaction value to a high of 1.38% of
transaction value, a narrow range. The median deductible
was 1.09% of transaction value—which was more than
double from the 2008 Canadian Study.
Of the first dollar or tipping basket provisions, they
ranged from a low of 0.01% to a high of 1.21%. The median was 0.36% of transaction value—approximately the
same as in the 2008 Canadian Study. All else being equal,
a tipping basket is more favourable to the buyer than a deductible. Accordingly, if a tipping basket is used, the seller
arguably should expect a marginally higher proportion of
transaction value than if a deductible is used. Nevertheless,
at face value, the Canadian Study suggests the opposite:
that the proportion of transaction value is significantly
lower with tipping baskets than with deductibles. The likely explanation is that sellers who are in strong negotiating
position can demand both deductibles and higher proportions to transaction value. Eager buyers may be prepared
to be softer on both counts.
Again, the Canadian Study shows various carve-outs
from the general indemnity basket regimes. None of these
carve-outs reached 40% of all purchase agreements. A
fraud exception was highest at 37% (but would probably
be implicit in the remaining 73%). Other exceptions include
intentional breach (23%), due authorization (20%), taxes
(18%), due organization (16%), ownership of shares (21%
after adjustment) and capitalization (25% after adjustment).
Despite these low figures, a case can be made for each of
these carve-outs. They may simply not have been warranted in the transactions included in the survey.
Caps were found in 72% of the agreements. The remaining agreements were silent. Of the determinable caps,
26% were equal to the purchase price and 74% were for
less than the purchase price. Specifically, about 14% were
between 50% and the purchase price; 25% were for <10% of
the purchase price and another 18% were for between 25%
and 50% of the purchase price. The median cap (including
caps at the purchase price) was 25% of transaction value
(much higher than the 10% median in the U.S. Study).
Again, caps may be subject to various carve-outs. As in the
case of carve-outs from the general indemnity basket, the
most common carve-out was for fraud (35% expressly).
Notably, Canadian deals provide for a cap equal to the purchase price much more frequently than in U.S. transactions
(Canada 40%; U.S. 9%). In general, Canadian transactions
have significantly higher caps than U.S. transactions, which
probably reflects the smaller average transaction values
in the Canadian Survey and the diminished presence and
influence of private equity sellers in Canada as compared
with their influence in the U.S. market.
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C.

Portugal
In Portugal, it is quite common to have a cap on the
aggregate amount of compensation to be claimed in transactions of a certain size. Such cap may be the purchase
price or a smaller amount which the parties agree to—
reaching such an agreement is not always easy and sometimes leads to protracted negotiations between the parties.
D.

Sweden
In any deal of any significance, one would expect
to have a de minimis level which must be reached before
claims are indemnified. Such level would most often be
expressed as a basket where the full amount of the claims
is indemnified once a certain de minimis level is reached.
In the European Study, a basket was found to be used in
more than 72% of the purchase agreements but a deductible only in 13%. It is notable how much more common
a basket is found to be in Europe compared to the U.S.,
where the U.S. Study found a deductible to be used in 59%
of the purchase agreements surveyed.

Baskets vary considerably depending on the results of due
diligence, acquisition price, etc.
In Brazil, it is also common to include caps on a party’s
aggregate indemnification liability, which usually vary
between 100% of the purchase price and 30%. It is rare
for agreements to have caps that are less than 30% to 50%
of the purchase price. However, when it comes to claims
related to fraud or gross misrepresentation, indemnification caps generally are not applicable and the seller has full
liability.

VI. Escrow, Holdbacks, Bank Guarantees and
Warranty Insurance
There are various ways to facilitate and secure collection of compensation for any claims raised under representations and warranties. There are the traditional and more
customary means such as holding funds in escrow. As
well, representation and warranty insurance provided by
an insurance carrier has become more common in certain
jurisdictions as a substitute or complement to the seller’s
warranties.

In the past, it was not unusual to see an uncapped
indemnity for claims under the warranties. However, for
Relevant data in the ABA Deal Points studies may be
several years now, indemnification in a transaction involvsummarized
as follows:
ing a going concern most commonly would be capped
at below 50% of
U.S. Study
European Study
Canadian Study
the purchase price.
NA
34%
NA
Indeed, it is probably No Security
fair to say that about
No escrow/holdback
14%
NA
48%
25% of the purchase
Escrow/Holdback
85%
37% (escrow)
52%
price is a typical cap.
NA
6%
NA
This is also consistent Bank guarantee
with the result of
Other security
NA
23%
NA
the European Study
A. United States
where the median cap
was 20%.
Eighty-five per cent of the deals surveyed in the 2011
U.S.
Study that included a survival provision also included
E.
India
an escrow or holdback provision. Of that 85%, 57% proIn most significant deals, de minimis limits and basvided that the escrow/holdback was not an exclusive remkets are common. Thus, there would be a de minimis limit,
edy while 24% provided that the escrow/holdback was the
and a claim below that limit would not be treated as a
exclusive remedy. The remaining 4% provided that the esvalid claim at all. For claims that meet the de minimis limit,
crow/holdback and earn-out setoff are the exclusive remthey would have to be accumulated together in a basket,
edies. The average escrow/holdback as found by the 2011
and once the value of the claims so accumulated reaches
U.S. Study was 9.3% of transaction value, with over 75% of
a specified limit, then the purchaser may bring a claim
all agreements that contained an escrow/holdback proviagainst the seller. In many cases, this process would be dicsion calling for a holdback/escrow of an amount between
tated by the sophistication of the parties and the advisors
5% and 15% of the transaction value.
involved.
In the United States, an escrow/holdback provision
Indemnities today are mostly capped. This would
is a negotiation point between the parties and is often renormally vary from 5% to 60% of the purchase price. There
quested by a buyer who harbours fears about the seller’s
have been a few deals where the cap has been 100% of the
creditworthiness or ability or willingness to satisfy its inpurchase consideration—but this would be quite difficult
demnification obligations after closing. Variation is found
to negotiate today.
among escrow/holdback provisions with respect to how
F.
Brazil
and when the escrow/holdback amount is released to the
seller. Depending on the circumstances and negotiation
A considerable number of M&A purchase agreements
dynamic, the escrow/holdback amount is either increin Brazil include baskets, deductibles and caps. Among
mentally released over time (often over a period of several
those agreements which include basket concepts, it is fair
years commensurate with the survival period for the repto say that more agreements include “tipping basket” deresentations and warranties), or is released all at once in a
ductions rather than pure deductibles, and a few of them
lump sum at the end of the escrow period.
include a mix of a pure deductible and a tipping basket.
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While very uncommon, as an alternative, in deals
involving non-U.S. companies, the seller will sometimes
ask the buyer to issue a letter of credit to back up its indemnification obligations. For instance, in the failed 2005
deal between Unocal Corp. and CNOOC, Unocal asked
CNOOC to provide a bank guarantee to back up its obligations under the agreement.
U.S. companies sometimes avail themselves of representation and warranty insurance, which in effect is
an insurance policy that serves as a substitute for an indemnification provision where the parties are unable or
unwilling to agree to such a provision. The insurance is
most commonly utilized in deals in which a private equity
firm is the seller and a public company is the buyer. The
reason for this trend is that private equity firms typically
must distribute the proceeds of a sale to investors in short
order (or are pressured to do so) and do not want to be
burdened by a holdback, escrow or partial refund of part
of the purchase price—and public company buyers (who
often require indemnification for at least significant claims,
for obvious economic reasons but also public relations
considerations) can utilize representation and warranty
insurance as a way to navigate negotiating roadblocks
with private equity firms that as a matter of policy will not
agree to provide indemnity.
An example of this dynamic playing out in practice
was private equity firm Apax Partners L.P.’s 2010 sale of
Tommy Hilfiger B.V. to Phillips-Van Heusen Corporation,
a U.S. public company. Representation and warranty insurance, however, is not a perfect substitute for customary
indemnification provisions. This is so because the insurance must be negotiated with an insurance company, often
does not cover all possible claims for breaches of representations and warranties, and can be fairly cost inefficient.
Parties also must discuss who should bear the cost for
such insurance.
B.

Canada
The Canadian Study shows that holdbacks or escrows
were present in 52% of purchase agreements, which is
exactly double the proportion in the 2010 Canadian Study
results at 26%. Whether a holdback or escrow (which the
Canadian Study uses as the same) is appropriate in one
transaction is driven by factors that have nothing to do
with what is done in other transactions.
Escrows and holdbacks as a proportion of transaction
value ranged from a low of 3% (in 12% of agreements) to
a high of 25% to 50% (in 12% of agreements). The most
common proportion to transaction value was 5% to 10%
(47% of agreements) and 10% to 25% (23% of agreements).
The minimum proportion was 1.5% of transaction value
and the maximum was 50%. The median figure was 10%
of transaction value. Again, these figures have little to say
about the appropriate proportion to transaction value in a
given transaction.
If an escrow is used, it is important not to mix the escrow that may be used for the purchase price adjustment
in respect of closing date working capital with an escrow

needed to cover the seller’s representations and warranties. Separate escrow amounts, using the same escrow
agent and escrow agreement, should be used. Otherwise,
a downward purchase price adjustment will erode the
buyer’s security for the seller’s representations/warranties.
Standby letters of credit (“L/Cs”) are seen more often
in Canadian M&A practice than independent bank guarantees. This is likely a spillover from the prevailing practice
south of the border—where U.S. banks are generally prohibited from providing guarantees in favour of third parties. That said, there is little to choose between a standby
L/C and an independent bank guarantee.
A standby L/C is an extremely flexible tool that can
perform a wide array of useful functions in an M&A
transaction. For example, a seller may have its bank issue
an L/C to the buyer as collateral security for the seller’s
representations/warranties—as a partial substitute for a
prolonged escrow. The L/C may provide that the buyer
can only draw down on the L/C by delivering a certified
copy of one or more arbitral awards in its favour before
expiry date of the L/C. Introducing an L/C may be used to
resolve difficult impasses in negotiations. In another case,
an L/C was issued to cover-off the seller’s 50% portion
of post-closing soil remediation expenses that the buyer
would incur.
Buyers have also used standby L/Cs as security for the
deposit under their purchase agreements (partly because it
is less expensive than setting aside funds). A standby L/C
may be issued as security for the seller’s take-back (“VTB”)
note. The L/C gives the seller the security of having a bank
payment obligation (rather than a pledge of shares or a
subordinate security interest on the assets, which may be
less satisfactory). Posting an L/C spares the buyer from
having to arrange some other, more complex, form of security. However, in such case, the buyer sacrifices the ability
to set-off against the VTB note any indemnification claims
it may have arising under the purchase agreement. The
L/C is an autonomous obligation of the bank and is payable against delivery of the documents specified in the L/C
irrespective of any other claims that the buyer may have
against the seller. These are just some of the many potential
uses of an L/C in an M&A transaction.
Insurance to cover the seller’s representations and warranties was in fashion in Canada a few years ago. Perhaps
due to the cost or complexity of putting such insurance
in place, it seems to have receded in the current market.
Occasionally, however, such insurance ideally fits the needs
of the parties.
C.

Portugal
Bank guarantees and letters of credit used to be more
commonly used in Portugal in the past, whereas today
escrow is a more popular means to facilitate and secure
collection of compensation for any claims raised under the
seller’s representations and warranties. Representation
and warranty insurance provided by an insurance carrier is also seen in certain transactions as a substitute or
complement to seller’s warranties—but again more when
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Portuguese entities are one of the involved subsidiaries
or branches of a group located outside of Portugal and
the structure of the transaction is defined centrally by the
group and not locally.
D.

Sweden
Escrow remains the most popular manner to secure
claims on the Swedish market. Certain banks offer effective services as escrow agents and such banks are therefore
typically engaged as escrow agents. Bank guarantees are
less common due to costs involved. Escrow arrangements
are also considered more straightforward and practical.
In addition, the use of insurance to cover any representation and warranty claims has become increasingly
popular. Among others, private equity funds have found
that they can close a fund and terminate any contingent liabilities much sooner with an insurance arrangement. The
seller may then remain liable only for an amount equal to
a deductible under the insurance and for an initial period
which may be more limited than the claims period under
an insurance policy. The buyer would direct any claims
under representations and warranties directly to the insurer. In the Scandinavian market, insurers have become very
eager to make sure that a policy may be put in place with a
minimal amount of additional work or delay.
India
Escrows and holdbacks were fairly common when
India opened up in the early 90s. However, today these are
extremely rare and very difficult to negotiate. This position
has mostly been a function of the market. With India being
a “hot market” for investments over the last decade or so,
escrows and holdbacks have become rare. However, with
the market not being as robust as it used to be, these could
make a comeback. There are also some regulatory challenges as in principle Indian exchange control regulations
prescribe that all of the consideration should be brought
up-front. Any form of a “deferred consideration” would
require a prior government approval.

tions and warranties, indemnification deductibles, baskets
and caps, escrows and holdbacks—tailored to fit the bargaining strengths of the parties and the needs of the transactions. Doubtless, the wide range of what is found to be
acceptable for these second-tier issues reflects the emphasis
that the parties place on the primary issues: valuation of
the business; price; and overall closing risks.

Endnotes
1.

The 2011 U.S. Private Target M&A Deal Points Study is the most
recent of the U.S. M&A market conducted by the American Bar
Association (the “U.S. Study”). The U.S. Study covered transactions
completed in 2008 and including private targets being acquired by
U.S. public companies in transactions material enough to be covered
to those companies to be required to be filed on the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission’s Electronic Data Gathering Analysis
and Retrieval system (“EDGAR”). Deals having a transaction size of
less than US$25 million or more than US$500 million were excluded
as were transactions deemed inappropriate for inclusion such as
targets in bankruptcy and reverse mergers. The U.S. Study covered
106 deals and 83% of those were share deals and 17% asset deals.
Source: Business Law International Vol. 12 No. 2 by the International
Bar Association Legal Practice Division.

2.

The 2010 European Private Target M&A Deal Points Study is
the most recent of the European M&A market conducted by the
American Bar Association (the “European Study”). In Europe, there
is no publicly available depository for acquisition agreements.
Therefore, lawyers from various law firms throughout Europe
identified share purchase agreements of relevance for the European
Study and data was provided in response to questionnaires. The
European Study covered 97 deals closed in 2008 with a value above
€25 million.

3.

The 2012 Canadian Private Target M&A Deal Points Study is the
most recent survey of the Canadian M&A market conducted by the
American Bar Association (the “Canadian Study”). The Canadian
Study analyzes publicly available acquisition agreements for
transactions completed in 2010 and 2011 that involved Canadian
private targets being acquired by Canadian reporting issuers.
Canadian reporting issuers must file versions of the acquisition
agreements on the System for Electronic Document and Analysis
(“SEDAR”) maintained by Canadian securities regulatory
authorities for reporting issuers. The Canadian Study consists of 64
acquisition agreements. Excluded from the sample are transactions
with a deal value under CDN$5 million, transactions where the
target was in insolvency proceedings, transactions involving
related parties, transactions not governed by the law of a Canadian
jurisdiction, and transactions deemed inappropriate for inclusion
for other reasons. The deal size ranged from a low of CDN$5
million to a high of CDN$2.25B. Note that the sample included both
asset and share transactions, with share transactions constituting
approximately 53% of the total and asset transactions 44%.

E.

F.

Brazil
In Brazil, there are multiple accepted manners to
provide the level of comfort expected by the parties in
M&A transactions (escrow, holdback, bank guarantees
and representation and warranty insurance are all seen in
Brazilian deals). Nonetheless escrow accounts and holdbacks are undoubtedly the mechanisms most commonly
seen. Representation and warranty insurance is not really
used in Brazil.

VII. Conclusion
As this survey of buyer protection provisions in private M&A transactions demonstrates, there is much in
common in the extent of buyer protection provision between the North America, Europe, India and Brazil. It is
evident that buyers and sellers in all jurisdictions accept
a wide range of provisions dealing with the allocation of
closing risks, sandbagging, survival periods for representa-

This article was prepared for a session on “Private
Mergers and Acquisitions—Trends in Buyer’s
Protection,” sponsored by the International Section of
the New York State Bar Association, held on 11 October
2012 in Lisbon, Portugal, and was updated to include
the 2012 Canadian Private Target M&A Deal Points
Study. The panel consisted of Ms. Ana Sofia Batista
(Abreu Advogados, Lisbon, Portugal) and Messrs. CarlOlof Bouveng (Advokatfirman Lindahl KB, Stockholm,
Sweden), Wayne D. Gray (McMillan LLP, Toronto,
Canada), Abhijit Joshi (AZB & Partners, Mumbai, India),
Gregory E. Ostling (Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz
LLP, New York, NY) and Ronaldo C. Veirano (Veirano
Advogados, Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil).
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